FORTY      THOUSAND     AGAINST      THE     ARCTIC
herself brandished  the razor!  All  the  tact  and  caution
required by the strategic position, I asked:
'No men working as barbers here, eh?5
'There's heavier work for them to do5,, she replied icily,
and bent my head back. My life was in her hands. She
seemed fully conscious of that heavy responsibility. Careful
to the point of pedantry, she worked her way up and down
my cheeks and round my chin. Twice more she applied
the cream, twice more I felt the razor on my skin. It was
a close shave, to use the term in its professional sense. No
word was spoken. She was too closely concentrated on her
work to tell jokes or discuss the weather. I w^as offered no
toilet waters, no brilliantine, no preparation against my
incipient baldness. Then came a hot towel, and afterwards
witchhazel, cream, and po\vder. It was a thorough job
and I cheered up at the thought that it would last me for
at least two days. That is one of the advantages of a
country suffering from underproduction and lack of labour.
The barber is glad to see you out of the shop as long as
possible. When it was all over and I was about to get up
from my chair, she bent my head forward again without a
word, and began to lather the back of my neck. I was to
go out of the place like a real Russian. They wear their
necks as smoothly shaved as their upper lips.
I paid forty kopecks and got an official receipt from the
State Hairdressing Trust. No tip was accepted. To
show my gratitude somehow, I asked, with a strong under-
tone of appreciation: *How long have you been a barber?3
'Five days; since I left the saw-mill.3
I was grateful she had left this revelation until the end
of our acquaintance. While my coat was being brushed
I read a crudely illustrated poster hung next to the mirror.
Seeing my interest, she took it down, folded it and presented
it to me as a souvenir. A new one was fetched from the
cashier's drawer and put up with drawing-pins. The poster
read:
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